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Abstract

The ab initio atom-centered density matrix propagation (ADMP) method has been employed to study the dynamics of protonated water
clusters of various sizes. An interesting result that hints at the possible amphiphilicity of the hydronium ion is detected. The hydrated proton
t e cluster. It
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ends to reside on the surface of the water clusters studied, with the lone pair on the protonated oxygen pointing “outwards” from th
s also noted that the hopping rate and average bonding topology in the local vicinity of the protonated species show a pronounce
hen treated with B3LYP and BLYP functionals. This is proposed to be on account of the potential for greater electronic exchange in

n the vicinity of the positive charge.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The structural and dynamical features of protonated and
nprotonated water clusters[1–41] contribute significantly

n biological [42–45], atmospheric[46,47] and condensed
hase systems. Hence, these have been the subject of great
xperimental[3–12]and theoretical[2,19–40]interest. Early
ass spectrometric studies[8,9,41] on protonated clusters

evealed H+(H2O)21 and H+(H2O)31 to have greater sta-
ility as compared to clusters of similar sizes. Due to

his fact, the well-studied H+(H2O)21 species has often
een referred to as a “magic number” cluster and its ad-
itional stability has been proposed as the reason for its
reater abundance in the earth’s stratosphere. This cluster
as been of substantial interest to both experimentalists and

heorists[1–3,8,9,41].
In this contribution, we have chosen to follow-up on our

ecent study[48] of the “directional hydrophobicity” of the
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hydrated proton. It was noted in[48] that a protonated speci
tends to reside on the surface of a water vacuum inte
with its lone pairs directed away from the neighboring w
molecules. The proposed reason for this effect as disc
in [48] is as follows. A single water molecule has on aver
four hydrogen bonds: two of these hydrogen bonds are
nated from the oxygen atom to neighboring water molec
and one each is donated to the hydrogens from neig
ing waters. When a water molecule gains an excess p
and becomes a hydronium, it gains a net positive charg
average, the center of positive charge resides on the
gen atom. Hence, while the hydrogen atoms in the hy
nium retain their hydrogen bonds to the neighboring w
molecules, the oxygen, on being the center of positive ch
in a hydronium, is unable to support its hydrogen bond
any neighboring water molecule. Due to this reason, the
vation shell of a hydronium complex only comprises th
water molecules on average. This reduction creates a l
ing of the water density around the hydronium in the reg
directly in front of the lone pairs on the oxygen atom. S
a reduced density is entropically unfavorable to suppor

387-3806/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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side the cluster, seemingly reminiscent of the hydrophobic ef-
fect. But if the hydronium were to be situated on the surface,
with the lone pairs on the oxygen atom pointing “outwards”,
this reduction in density becomes a non-factor. In[48], we
arrived at this conclusion based on the study of large water–
vacuum interface systems using the computationally efficient
second generation multi-state empirical valence bond (MS-
EVB2) approach[49,50]. In the current paper, we have cho-
sen to study this effect in smaller protonated water cluster
systems using an ab initio molecular dynamics approach
called atom-centered density matrix propagation (ADMP)
[51–57]. While MS-EVB2 is extremely efficient and allows
the proton to hop along an optimally located chain of wa-
ter molecules, the inherent polarizability of the protonated
environment and its constantly changing bonding topogra-
phy renders itself attractive to an ab initio based study. Since
ADMP does allow the use of accurate density functionals
such as B3LYP and is efficient for reasonably large systems
and since it has already been shown that ADMP can pro-
vide many properties in agreement with Born-Oppenhemier
molecular dynamics[53,55,57], we have chosen to use
this approach to further study protonated water clusters in
this paper.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section2 we briefly
summarize the atom-centered density matrix propagation
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[55]. The recently developed quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics (QM/MM) implementation of ADMP[55] facili-
tates the study of large biological systems. In addition,[57]
contains a detailed exposition on the connections between
the basis sets used in ADMP and the wavelet theory[59–62]
of multi-resolution analysis. This is used in[57] to under-
stand the effect of the time-dependent basis functions used
in ADMP.

The ADMP equations of motion for the nuclei and density
matrix are

M
d2R

dt2
= − ∂E(R, P)

∂R

∣∣∣∣
P

, (1)

µ1/2 d2P

dt2
µ1/2 = −

[
∂E(R, P)

∂P

∣∣∣∣
R

+ ΛP + PΛ − Λ

]
,

(2)

whereR, V andM are the nuclear positions, velocities and
masses, andP , W andµ are the density matrix, the den-
sity matrix velocity and the fictitious mass tensor for the
electronic degrees of freedom.Λ is a Lagrangian multiplier
matrix used to impose N-representability of the single parti-
cle density matrix. The energy,E(R, P), is calculated using
M ˜ 2 3
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ADMP) approach to ab initio molecular dynamics. M
etails can be found in[51–57]. In Section3 the dynamica
esults are described; these involve ADMP studies cond
n protonated water clusters containing 31, 41 and 51

er molecules. All calculations are performed using B3L
nd BLYP density functionals using polarized double
aussian basis functions. In Section4 the conclusions ar
resented.

. Computational methodology: brief overview of
tom-centered density matrix propagation (ADMP)

In ADMP, the electronic structure, represented using
ingle particle electronic density matrix, is propagated
ultaneously with the classical nuclei by a simple adj
ent of the relative nuclear and electronic time-scale
as been shown that thisfictitiousdynamics oscillates abo

he Born-Oppenheimer surface with controlable deviat
52,54] and agrees well with Born-Oppenheimer dyn
cs calculations[53,57]. ADMP has also been shown to
omputationally superior to Born-Oppenheimer dynam
53,55,57]and has been used to study several interestin
lications[53,55,58]. Some well-documented advantage
DMP [51–54] include: asymptoticlinear scaling of com
utation time with system size, efficient use of reasonab

arger time-steps for propagation, ability to use a range o
urate hybrid or gradient-corrected density functionals,
he ability to use chemically accurate basis-sets. These
cal features of ADMP allow reliable study of reactive p
esses in systems with moderate (over 100) number of a
cWeeny purification,P = 3P − 2P ,

= Tr

[
h′P̃ ′ + 1

2
G′(P̃ ′

)P̃
′
]

+ Exc + VNN

= Tr

[
hP̃ + 1

2
G(P̃)P̃

]
+ Exc + VNN. (3)

Here,h′ is the one electron matrix in the non-orthogo
aussian basis andG′(P̃ ′

) is the two electron matrix fo
artree–Fock calculations, but for DFT it represents
oulomb potential. The termExc is the DFT exchange
orrelation functional (for Hartree–FockExc = 0), while
NN represents the nuclear repulsion energy. In the ortho
al basis, these matrices areh = U−T h′U−1, etc., where

he overlap matrix for the non-orthogonal Gaussian b
′, is factorized to yieldS′ = UT U. There are a number
hoices for the transformation matrixU, e.g.,U can be ob
ained from Cholesky decomposition[63] of S′ orU = S′1/2

or Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization. The density ma
n the orthonormal basis,P , is related to the density matr
n the non-orthogonal Gaussian basis,P ′, by P ≡ UP ′UT .
he gradient terms involved in the equations of motion

∂E(R, P)

∂P

∣∣∣∣
R

= 3FP + 3PF − 2FP2 − 2PFP − 2P2F ,

(4)

whereF is the Fock matrix and in the non-orthogonal ba

′
ν,σ ≡ h′

ν,σ + G′(P̃ ′
)ν,σ + ∂Exc

∂P ′ , (5)
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while the orthogonal basis Fock matrix isF = U−T F ′U−1.
The nuclear gradients are

∂E

∂R

∣∣∣∣
P

=
{

Tr

[
dh′

dR
P̃

′ + 1

2

∂G′(P ′)
∂R

∣∣∣∣
P ′

P̃
′
]

− Tr

[
F ′P̃ ′ dS′

dR
P̃

′
]

+ ∂Exc

∂R

∣∣∣∣
P

+ ∂VNN

∂R

}

+ Tr

[
[P̃, F ]

(
Q̃

dU

dR
U−1 − P̃U−T dUT

dR

)]
,

(6)

whereQ̃ ≡ I − P̃ . Note that as the commutator [P̃, F ] →
0, the nuclear forces tend to those used in the standard Born-
Oppenheimer MD[51,54,64]. However, in ADMP, the mag-
nitude of the commutator [P̃, F ] is non-negligible and hence
the general expression for the nuclear gradients[51,54] in
Eq.(6) is used.

The dynamics obtained in ADMP is fictitious since the
density matrix is directly propagated classically using the
N-representability Lagrangian constraints. The accuracy and
efficiency of the scheme is governed by the choice of the fic-
titious mass tensor,µ; hence, one must be aware of the limits
on this quantity. We have derived two criteria[52,54] that
place bounds on the choice of the fictitious mass. Firstly, the
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stantaneous value of the quantity in Eq.(8)should be bounded
and less than some pre-defined threshold. Clearly the latter is
a stronger condition andboth conditions must be met in or-
der to maintain adiabatic behavior. Please see[52,54] for a
detailed exposition of these requirements. Furthermore, note
that the right hand side of Eq.(8) is equal to the numerator
in Eq. (7) which leads to the fact that dHfict/dt does in fact
influence the value of the commutator, and hence deviations
from the Born-Oppenheimer surface. One must monitor the
quantities in Eqs.(7) and (8)to ascertain that the ADMP
dynamics is physically consistent. In all applications studied
to date[51–53,55,58,66]these conditions are satisfied thus
yielding a computationally efficient and accurate approach to
model dynamics on the Born-Oppenheimer surface.

Current implementation of the ADMP approach has been
found to be computationally superior to Born-Oppenheimer
dynamics[53,57]by over a factor of two, for fixed total simu-
lation time. This is true for cases where the SCF convergence
is not too difficult when using Born-Oppenheimer dynam-
ics. For difficult cases such as transition metals, ADMP is
expected to be further preferred.

3. Results and discussion
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hoice of the fictitious mass determines the magnitude o
ommutator [̃P, F ] thus determining the extent of deviati
rom the Born-Oppenheimer surface[54]:

|[F , Papprox]||F
≥ 1

||[Papprox, W ]||F

∣∣∣∣Tr

[
Wµ1/2 dW

dt
µ1/2

]∣∣∣∣ , (7)

where||[. . .]||F is the Frobenius norm[63,65] of the com-

utator and is defined as||A||F =
√∑

i,j A2
i,j. Secondly, th

ate of change of the fictitious kinetic energy,

dHfict

dt
= Tr

[
Wµ1/2 d2P

dt2
µ1/2

]

= −Tr

[
W

(
∂E(R, P)

∂P

∣∣∣∣
R

+ ΛP + PΛ − Λ

)]
,

(8)

is required to bebounded and oscillatoryand this again i
etermined by the choice of fictitious mass tensor. Eq.(8)rep-
esents the instantaneous deviation of the ADMP trajec
rom adiabatic behavior. Although the ADMP trajectory d
ot exactly remain on the Born-Oppenheimer surface (d
o SCF convergence), it is required that long time aver
rovide similar results as in Born-Oppenheimer molec
ynamics. This leads to the requirement that the qua

n Eq. (8) be an oscillatory function such that its aver
alue is small. There is, however, also a second cond
nforced by Eq.(8), and this is the requirement that the
In ADMP the choice of basis set and density functi
ls is critical. To exercise proper choice, a detailed ana
as conducted using a variety of basis functions and
ity functionals (such as B3LYP, BLYP and BPBE) for
ater dimer system, with and without basis-set super

ion error [57]. Based on these results, the B3LYP den
unctional was chosen for all ADMP simulations. (Some
ulations were also performed using BLYP, for comparis
time step of 0.25 fs in ADMP, and valence fictitious m

f 180 a.u., along with a tensorial mass-weighting sch
52], were employed in all calculations. All ADMP simu
ions were performed under constant temperature, which
nforced by velocity scaling. The instantaneous temper
as calculated assuming the equipartition theorem, and

ound that approximately 95% of the states were within
from the target temperature, which was considered s

actory. All calculations were performed using the Gaus
eries of electronic structure codes[67].

Protonated water clusters of various sizes: H+(H2O)31,
+(H2O)41 and H+(H2O)51 were studied using ADMP
hile the dynamics of the 31-mer was studied at 200 K

00 K using B3LYP and BLYP functionals, the 41-mer a
1-mer clusters were only studied at 300 K using the B3

unctional. The starting geometries in all cases had the
on fully solvated in the center of the cluster. The posi
f the most protonated water molecule at every simula
tep was tracked through the dynamics. The most proto
ater molecule for each simulation step was defined a

ng located on the oxygen atom having the minimum v
f |OH1 − OH3|, where OH1 is the shortest O–H distan

or a given oxygen and OH3 is the third shortest O–H di
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tance for the same oxygen. The oxygen that has the minimum
value for this parameter, is the one that is most hydronium-
like (the pivot oxygen[24]) for the given time step. For some
cases, it was found that more than one oxygen atom had a
small value for the parameter in|OH1 − OH3|, implying the
presence of a Zundel (H5O+

2 ) [17], Eigen (H9O+
4 ) [15,16]

or similar delocalized protonated complex. However, even in
these cases, there was always one oxygen that had a value
of this parameter lower than other oxygens. This is clearly
seen from the presence of two separated peaks inFig. 1(a),
where we present the distribution of the|OH1 − OH3| for the
H3O+(H2O)30 system. The larger height of the peak close to
1 Å in Fig. 1(a) implies that a great majority of the waters are
unprotonated. (The peak close to 1Å distance inFig. 1(a)
corresponds to the difference between OH1 and OH3 for an
unprotonated water molecule.) The peak close to 0 inFig. 1
is due to the protonated species and has a much lower inten-
sity since on average there are 30 times more unprotonated
water molecules as compared to protonated in the 31-mer.
Note the close similarity in distribution for B3LYP and BLYP
functionals. A further degree of sophistication in locating a
“center of excess charge” could be achieved by performing
a weighted average of the inverse of|OH1 − OH3| over the
positions of all (or some) oxygens in the cluster. This was,
however, not found to be necessary in the current study.
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on the surface side of the most protonated oxygen but inside
the solid angle cone defined by the most protonated oxygen,
the center of the cluster and a disk of radius 3Å centered
at the most protonated oxygen and perpendicular to the line
joining the most protonated oxygen (represented asNout).
The cluster size inFig. 2 is defined as the distance of the
farthest oxygen from the cluster center. The data is shown
for H+(H2O)31, H+(H2O)41 and H+(H2O)51 clusters. The
results are provided for both B3LYP and BLYP density func-
tionals for the 31-mer and B3LYP for the 41-mer and 51-
mer. The discontinuities in the plot forNout are due to proton
hops occuring as per the Grotthus mechanism[13] and the
fact thatNout is always a natural number. It is clear from
theFig. 2that the number of water molecules on the surface
side of the most protonated oxygen decreases as the simu-
lation progresses for all calculations. Hence, the protonated
species accomplishes a sequence of hops that takes it closer
to the surface of the cluster. Furthermore, after reaching the
surface, the protonated species traverses the hydrogen bond
network existing among the surface water molecules, thus
continuing its presence on the surface. One important fea-
ture in all simulations was that, after the protonated species
migrated to the surface of the cluster, the lone pair on the
most protonated oxygen atom was always directed outwards
from the cluster. This aspect suggests the important concept
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Since ADMP is an ab initio simulation technique it allo
dynamical change in the bonding topology surroundin
rotonated species and the subsequent transport of the
roton along an optimal conformation of water molec
onsistent with the Grotthuss mechanism of proton-tran
13–18]. As a result, the most protonated oxygen is fo
or every given nuclear configuration in the dynamics.
hen study the evolution of the protonated species from
enter of the cluster. InFig. 2we present the time-evolutio
f the size of the cluster, and the number of water molec

ig. 1. Distribution of the parameter|OH1 − OH3| which is used to dete
f the H3O+(H2O)30 system. For a perfect hydronium this parameter is
xpected to be close to 1̊A. Consequently two separated peaks are see
lose to zero is due to the fact that there are roughly 30 times more u
3LYP and BLYP show similar distributions.
s

hat the protonated species in water clusters has “hydro
ic” and “hydrophilic” sites; the hydrophobic region be

n the vicinity of the lone pair on the oxygen atom. This
ompletely consistent with our earlier study in[48], where

t was noted that the hydronium has a “hydrophobic” reg
hich is located close to the lone pair on the oxygen. InFig.
we present a representative structure from the ADMP
lation of H3O+(H2O)30 using the B3LYP functional. Th
undel complex on the surface is clearly represented u
dark shaded area. It is further interesting to note tha

ost protonated (or pivot) oxygen in the cluster, during the ADMP dy
ted to be close to 0Å while for a perfectly unprotonated water this paramet
peak close to zero is enhanced in (b). The reason for the low intensity
nated water molecules in the cluster as compared to protonated waes.
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Fig. 2. Time-evolution of the protonated state for (a) the H+(H2O)31 cluster at BLYP/6-31G* level of DFT theory, (b) the H+(H2O)31 cluster at B3LYP/6-31G*,
(c) the H+(H2O)41 cluster at B3LYP/6-31G* and (d) the H+(H2O)51 cluster at B3LYP/6-31G*. The quantityNout is the number of water molecules on the
surface side of the protonated species (H3O+, H5O+

2 , H9O+
4 or similar delocalized species). In all cases the number of water molecules on the surface side of

the most protonated species goes down with simulation time. The temperature for all data shown in this figure is 300 K.

lone pairs on the Zundel oxygens are directed outwards from
the cluster.

While the qualitative results are similar for both B3LYP
and BLYP simulations, there are important quantitative dif-
ferences. In the case of BLYP, the oxygen gets to the surface
within the first 100 fs, but it takes almost 1 ps in B3LYP to
get to the surface. (The initial conditions were identical for
both simulations.) This provides a basis for some compar-
ison between the behavior of the two exchange-correlation
functionals. To understand this difference we investigate the
behavior of the radial distribution function between the most
protonated oxygen (corresponding to the minimum value of
|OH1 − OH3|) and other oxygens for the B3LYP and BLYP
cases. Our results are shown inFig. 4(a). The BLYP func-
tional shows equal probability at both ca. 2.45Å (the Zundel,
H5O+

2 , O∗–O distance[24], where O∗ is the most-protonated
or pivot oxygen) and at ca. 2.55̊A (the Eigen, H9O+

4 O∗–O
distance[24]), while the B3LYP functional prefers the Zun-
del over Eigen arrangement by over a factor of 2. Hence,
the proton in the BLYP calculation is, on average, delocal-

ized over a larger number of water molecules (on account
of the larger H9O+

4 probability) as compared to that in the
B3LYP calculation. This result may also be expected from
previous results[28] which show that the proton transfer
barriers in the BLYP functional are lower than those ob-
tained from B3LYP. A lower proton transfer barrier leads
to greater probability of sharing of the proton and hence a
greater degree of delocalization. This larger delocalization
then results in a faster transport of the proton to the surface
in the case of BLYP. Furthermore, it has been noted previ-
ously [24] that the rate of proton transfer in a water chain
is directly related to the ratio of Eigen to Zundel popula-
tions. Here, for the BLYP functional this ratio is closer to
unity, which also explains the faster hopping rate for BLYP.
In Fig. 4(b) we compare the radial distribution function be-
tween all other oxygens for B3LYP and BLYP. Interest-
ingly these results are very similar. Hence, it is only the lo-
cal properties of the cluster around the hydronium ion that
are affected by the choice of B3LYP and BLYP function-
als.
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Fig. 3. A representative structure from the ADMP-B3LYP/6-31G* simulation of the (H2O)30H3O+ cluster. The Zundel ion on the surface is shown using the
dark shaded area. The water molecules hydrogen bonded to the Zundel are shown using the light shaded area.

This aspect of faster hopping in BLYP was also noted
during our earlier QMMM/ADMP study of the Gramicidin-
A ion channel in[55]. Similar Eigen and Zundel populations
were found for the case of BLYP. However, in that case,
the system is essentially a water-wire inside a Gramicidin-A
ion-channel, and hence the third hydrogen bond donated to
a protonated species in the wire is due to the Gramicidin-A

backbone carbonyl groups. This similarity in results between
the water-wire found in Gramicidin-A and the water cluster
studied here leads us to the following conclusion: the
presence of the positive charge leads to a greater presence of
the electrons in the close vicinity of the protonated species
leading to a greater propensity for exchange interactions
thus making a functional rich in exchange (such as B3LYP)

Fig. 4. Radial distribution function of the distance between (a) the most protonated oxygen and unprotonated oxygens, (b) the unprotonated oxygens,for the
H+(H2O)31 cluster. For (a), it is know that for Zundel ions (H5O+

2 ) this distance is about 2.45̊A and for the symmetric Eigen ions (H9O+
4 ), this distance is

a ˚ being ate into the
f details as seen
i

round 2.55A. Note that BLYP shows an equal probability of both ions
aster hopping rate for BLYP functional seen inFig. 2. See discussion for
n (b).
present; not the case for B3LYP. This aspect seems to directly transl
. The behavior of the unprotonated state is similar for both functionals
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behave in a markedly different manner. Furthermore, since
the B3LYP proton transfer rates are in closer agreement
with those obtained from higher level correlated calculations
[28] we are inclined to accept our B3LYP results. For the
present application this is, however, not an issue, since both
functionals provide qualitatively similar results, i.e., the
proton is ejected in both cases. On parting, we add that radial
distribution functions similar to B3LYP were obtained from
the MS-EVB2 treatment of the 31-mer. MS-EVB2 was the
method used in[48].

4. Conclusion

It is seen from our ADMP studies that the protonated
species in a water cluster tends to reside on the surface rather
than be completely solvated in the interior. Similar results
have been found for negatively charged ions[68–71], how-
ever this has generally not been the case for positive charges
[69–71]. The preferential behavior of the anions has been
attributed to the local anisotropy of the structure of the wa-
ter molecules surrounding the negative charge. In the present
work we have confirmed our earlier result[48] where the
H3O+ ion shows a propensity to reside on the surface of a
cluster. This seemingly counter-intuitive result is explained
b ated
s er. It
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f
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